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In their application, an event in a third-party API causes a hundred events to be raised in their code.
For each event, the method handling it has three if statements that take 10, 10 and 20 lines of code.
Our customer ran the tool against their code, and reported the following result: Still, the problem
persisted. They kept blaming our tool and us for being wrong, when it was actually the other tools
that failed at the most basic checks (using the trivial assignment example in the previous post as a
base). Adding a method causes the Cognitive Complexity to increase. The addition of nested IF
statements means that the cognitive complexity increases at a linear rate, with each statement
contributing more than the previous. Many of these methods could have been moved to a class with
the exception of while, do, and finally. With these methods, the cognitive complexity is increased by
adding a method that is its own class. For the while statement, this amounts to adding a public final
variable. The do statement, on the other hand, is actually setting an additional private variable that's
on a second-level class in the containing class. The finally block sets a different variable, but on a
second-level class. This variation in Cognitive Complexity tells a different story of these classes. The
two domain classes with a big increase in cognitive complexity are the Custom POJO and the
Inheritance. Each of these classes can be moved to an outer level. The difference between is the way
the Cognitive Complexity is calculated. The Cognitive Complexity of an if statement is 1 because
there is one decision point. A if statement can have a public or private else branch. That means that
even though the Cognitive Complexity is 1, there is a change in the cognitive complexity depending
on whether the condition is public or private.

Tool For Control Flow Of Cyclomatic Complexity

The Cognitive Complexity of a while statement is a linear amount. That's because while() and for()
each result in a decision point. There is a new decision point every time the while condition is true.

So the code consists of one line - true, and two lines - false. The Cognitive Complexity of a do
statement is n + 1 because there is a second decision point. In a while loop, there is a while() block
and do block. In a for loop, there is an initial block and while statement. In a do statement, there is a
while statement and do block. The Cognitive Complexity of a catch block is n + 1 because there is a

second decision point. You can see that if you try to match the do or catch statement to the do
statement. The Cognitive Complexity of a case statement is n + 1. For the first case, there is one

decision point because the next line is an if statement. Then the second case block includes its own
if statement. Then the third case statement includes its own if statement. And then the last case has

its own if statement. is scored differently by the two metrics. A Cyclomatic complexity 1 (CC-1)
operation, a continue statement with a simple if is okay. If, however, the continue statement is on a
branch with a complex operation, the Cognitive Complexity score will increase because the number

of branches will have increased, and that is not correct. There are however a few exceptions.
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